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SMART Color Range

Aquamarine Diamond SandSilver Grey

Crystal BlueSapphire BlueEbony Blue Graphite Grey 

If you’re looking for something different than the standard composite fiberglass pool — something a little bit special — then this is the color range for you! 

Each color within the Leisure Pools® SMART range include a built-in sparkle that sets off an added brilliance and shimmer effect. No matter what color you 
choose, when the light shines over your Leisure Pool®, it will appear to have millions of diamonds scattered across the pool surface.

 
The Leisure Pools® SMART Color Range not only looks beautiful, but also has excellent UV, blister, and chemical resistance, and is backed by the largest 

supplier of gelcoats for the swimming pool industry.
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Spectacular contrasts! Sapphire Blue is the most popular color that we have in our 
range, reflecting that quintessential pool styling!

ELEGANCE | SAPPHIRE BLUE | 3



Sapphire Blue and sandstone are magnificent partners.

MOROCCAN | SAPPHIRE BLUE | 4



Sapphire Blue adapts to any setting - formal, casual or homely.

ROMAN | SAPPHIRE BLUE | 5



This Crystal Blue Color gives this area a crisp, clean look.

HARMONY | CRYSTAL BLUE | 6



The Riviera in Crystal Blue has a calming feeling in this setting.

RIVIERA | CRYSTAL BLUE | 7



The Aquamarine complements the sandy paving for a natural look.

MOROCCAN | AQUAMARINE | 8



Aquamarine works in harmony with this environment giving it 
an uplifting freshness.

ELEGANCE | AQUAMARINE | 9



Sapphire Blue is in vibrant contrast to this Australian bush setting.

MOROCCAN | SAPPHIRE BLUE | 10



Sapphire Blue says Summer!

ALLURE | SAPPHIRE BLUE | 11



Silver Grey works in unison with the style of this area.

CARIBBEAN | SILVER GREY | 12



The lighter tones of Crystal Blue can give the appearance of more 
space in smaller area.

ELEGANCE | CRYSTAL BLUE | 13



Diamond Sand gives this area a relaxed, natural tone.

 MOROCCAN | DIAMOND SAND | 14



Silver Grey complements this vintage style backyard.

ELEGANCE | SILVER GREY| 15



Diamond Sand is the natural color that reflects the beautiful jade water, blending 
with greenery and natural settings so well.

HORIZON | DIAMOND SAND | 16



A desert spring comes to mind with Diamond Sand in this setting.

HARMONY | DIAMOND SAND | 17



Leisure Pools’ Silver Grey reflects refreshing ice blue water.

REFLECTION | SILVER GREY | 18



The Graphite Grey replicates a natural spring with the timber and greenery.

REFLECTION WITH AUTO COVER | GRAPHITE GREY | 19



Graphite Grey is a dark contrast to the earthy tones.

MOROCCAN | EBONY BLUE | 20



The Ebony Blue Color ties in well with the warm sandstone surrounds.

PALLADIUM PLUNGE | EBONY BLUE | 21



Ebony Blue works seamlessly in formal settings.

ROMAN | EBONY BLUE | 22



Ebony Blue works perfectly in natural settings.

ELEGANCE | EBONY BLUE | 23



CALL 855-85-SPLASH (855 85 775 274) For your closest Leisure Pools Dealer
www.leisurepoolsonline.com


